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Summary.
The information space, the main components of which are
information resources, means of information interaction,
and information infrastructure, is a sphere of modern social
life in which information communications play a leading
role.
The objective process is the gradual but stable entry of the
national information space into the European and world
information sphere, in the context of which there is a
legitimate question of its protection as one of the
components of the national security of Ukraine. However,
the implementation of this issue in practice immediately
faces the need to respect the rights and fundamental
freedoms guaranteed by international regulations and the
Constitution of Ukraine, especially in the field of
cybersecurity.
The peculiarity of the modern economy is related to its
informational nature, which affects the sharp increase in
cyber incidents in the field of information security, which is
widespread and threatening and affects a wide range of
private, corporate, and public interests. The problem of
forming an effective information security system is
exacerbated by the spread of cybercrime as a leading threat
to information security both in Ukraine and around the
world.
The purpose of this study is to analyze the state of
cybersecurity and on this basis to identify new areas of the
fight against cybercrime in Ukraine.
Methods: the study is based on an extensive regulatory
framework, which primarily consists of regulatory acts of
Ukraine. The main methods were inductions and deductions,
generalizations, statistical, comparative, and systemstructural analysis, grouping, descriptive statistics,
interstate comparisons, and graphical methods.
Results. It is noted that a very important component of
Ukraine's national security is the concept of "information
terrorism", which includes cyberterrorism and media
terrorism that will require its introduction into the law. An
assessment of the state of cybersecurity in Ukraine is given.
Based on the trend analysis, further growth of cybercrimes
was predicted, and ABC analysis showed the existence of
problems in the field of security of payment systems.
Insufficient accounting of cybercrime and the absence in the
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current legislation of all relevant components of
cybersecurity does not allow the definition of a holistic
system of counteraction. Therefore, the proposed new legal
norms in the field of information security take into account
modern research in the field of promising areas of
information technology development and the latest
algorithms for creating media content.
Keywords: cybercrime, cybersecurity, offenses, prevention,
Ukraine.

1. Introduction
Modern conditions for the development of the
information economy have formed cyberspace, which
involves more and more legal entities, and individuals,
which is reoriented by many entities, including for public
administration, public and commercial services. Therefore,
cyberspace needs an appropriate mechanism of
development, which provides for its functioning and
appropriate protection. The mismatch between the level of
protection of national and interstate cyberspace can lead to
paralysis of entire states, regions, etc. (Buddko, 2015).
The peculiarity of the modern economy is related to its
informational nature, which affects the sharp increase in
cyber incidents in the field of information security, which is
widespread and threatening and affects a wide range of
private, corporate, and public interests. The problem of
forming an effective information security system is
exacerbated by the spread of cybercrime as a leading threat
to information security in Ukraine and around the world. A
significant impact on cyberspace was recorded in 2017
when hackers massively attacked large institutions and
organizations around the world 2017 (Irwin, 2018). All this
raises the issue of studying and overcoming the
manifestations of cybercrime. At present, no country can
function without the foundations of the digital economy, but
this also causes new risks and threats (Irwin, 2018).
The study aims to form an effective system of measures to
combat and combat cybercrime in Ukraine.
To achieve this goal, it is proposed to consider the following
research objectives:
- to investigate cybersecurity in Ukraine;
- to analyze the state of cybercrime in Ukraine;
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- identify the need to improve the fight against cybercrime
in Ukraine.

2. Literature Review
The world community has entered a digital age where
technology is constantly evolving and pervasive. The
development of technological innovations facilitates our
daily lives. However, they also contribute to crime.
Cybercrime has become a serious problem around the world.
Therefore, research is relevant to correspond to reality, not
to lag behind the current state of affairs. There is a great
need for more scientists to be involved in cybercrime
prevention and cybersecurity research. It is also particularly
important to consider this topic at an interdisciplinary level.
The work requires not only a criminological lens but also
many objectives: economic, financial, legal, sociological,
and political, to be able to comprehensively understand the
impact of cybercrime around the world and within countries.
As half of all Internet users are in Asia, there is a growing
need to encourage researchers to research cybersecurity and
cybercrime in the Asia-Pacific region (Broadhurst & Chang,
2013).
COVID-19 induced changes in daily life are
contributing to a wider transformation in cybercrime.
Society is likely to experience an increase in the number of
victims of cybercrime and offenders entering its land
borders, so the role of the police needs to change. The
cybercrime literature has consistently highlighted this role,
which has become unquestionable orthodoxy. The capacity
of the police to combat cybercrime is limited by its global
nature, the geographical boundaries of police jurisdictions,
the complexity and cost of transnational investigations, the
limited resources and values inherent in "policing culture"
for "genuine policing" (Yar and Steinmetz, 2019; Boes and
Leukfeldt; 2016; Yar, 2013).
Cherep, Saenko (2021) defining information security
(IS) as a component of national security (NS), note that it is
necessary to use a full range of monitoring and forecasting
mechanisms and has its specifics. In particular, it is noted
that IS is one of the new technology sectors of security and
is based on the use of modern information technologies (IT).
Besides, IS is considered in two aspects: technical
(cybersecurity and cyber warfare, others) and ideological
(propaganda and information wars, etc.).
Dovgan` and Tkachuk (2018) research is devoted to
providing IS of the person, society, the state. It notes that IS
is a sub-branch of information law due to a separate subject
of legal regulation, a separate legal regime and is
characterized by the systematic application of industryspecific methods of legal regulation, significant integration,
and specialization of legal institutions that make it up
(regulate specific social relations arising from protection
information with limited access, licensing of information

protection activities, as well as rules governing liability for
offenses in the information sphere).
The publication Varen`ya ta Avramenko (2020) is
devoted to this area of the NS, in particular in terms of
information terrorism and its components - cyberterrorism
and media terrorism, as well as forecasting vectors of
terrorist threats in the media space.
Therefore, the monitoring data, conclusions, and
reconstructions provided by the IS are the basis for
forecasting in the entire NS sector.
Chandraa, Snoweb (2020) formed a theoretical taxonomy
of cybercrime. The need to systematize cybercrime stems
from the lack of definitions and standards for measuring and
managing cybercrime. They point to cybercrime as an act in
which computer technology is used to commit a crime. The
four components of the taxonomy include mutual
exclusivity, structure, completeness, and clearly defined
categories that provide a theoretical basis.
The findings of domestic researchers of the law
indicate a similar relationship. Foros and Kondrasheva
(2016) state that "cybersecurity is the security of
information and infrastructure in the digital environment"
and "information security allows to achieve such goals as
information confidentiality; integrity of information and
related processes; availability of information; monitoring of
all such processes". First, there are similarities between the
definition of IS and the corresponding category of crimes of
the Council of Europe Convention on Cybercrime.
However, without even emphasizing the similarities, the
definitions of IS and cybersecurity certainly indicate that
the two concepts are intertwined.
The same conclusion was reached by Kosarevs`ka and
Novy`cz`ky`j (2016), who talk about the threats of IS,
which are manifested through the negative information
impact on the conscience and behavior of citizens, as well
as through the impact on information resources and
information infrastructure. They continue such statements
as "guaranteeing effective counteraction to cybercrime can
be achieved only through the application of integrated
approaches to information security" and "counteraction to
cybercrime should be an element of state information
security policy".
However, other researchers note that there is no
understanding of cybercrime. They are referred sometimes
to as "electronic crime", "computer crime", "high-tech
crime", "technological crime", "electronic crime", or
"cybercrime" (Chang, 2012).
The PwC World Economic Crime Survey used the
following definition of cybercrime: "Cybercrime (or
"computer crime") is an economic crime committed using
computers and the Internet."
The increased risk of cybercrime was explained by
media coverage of cyberattacks; ambiguous definition of
cybercrime; increased attention from regulators and the use
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of the latest technologies that "facilitate" the commission of
cybercrime.
Thus, Kravczova (2018), specifying the definition for
Ukrainian realities, proposes to determine the criminal
scope of the concept of "cybercrime" crimes under Articles
361, 361-1, 361-2, 362, 363, 363-1 of the Criminal Code of
Ukraine, which contain in Chapter XVI "Crimes in the use
of electronic computers (computers), systems and computer
networks and telecommunications networks." Moreover,
cybercrime means a socio-legal phenomenon that manifests
itself in the prohibited by law on criminal liability
substantive activity (criminal activity) of the population
using computers (telecoms), telecommunications systems,
computer networks, and telecommunications networks.
Yelyevceva (2020) researched the legal issues of
application and separation of legal regimes for the
cybersecurity of Ukraine and proposed directions for
developing a system of legal regimes for cybersecurity.
Yacenko, Ismajlov (2016) rightly note that the investigation
of crimes in information networks requires rapid analysis
and preservation of computer data, which are very
vulnerable and can be destroyed quickly. Therefore, the
speed of decision-making and action is crucial, but
problematic, especially in cases of investigation of
transnational cybercrimes. Thus, cybercrime requires more
comprehensive, intensive, and systematic international
cooperation than existing measures to combat any other
form of transnational crime.
International cooperation in the fight against
cybercrime is carried out to: personalize the identity of the
offender, determine the jurisdiction and choose the most
adequate legal influence on the offender to bring him to
justice for committing such a crime (Skuly`sh, 2014).
Dubovy` (2018) has comprehensively studied the
international experience of public-private partnerships in
the field of cybersecurity, which, based on a study of
cybersecurity practices in the US, EU, Germany, UK, and
Poland, proposes building trust between the public and
private sectors on cybersecurity.
Streltsov (2017) notes several key features of the
Ukrainian state's approach to cybersecurity. Among them:
a clear understanding of the importance of protecting
interests related to cyberspace, among other things, also
identifying cybersecurity as one of the key areas of national
security; understanding cybersecurity as a function of
threat-based risk management and adopting a systematic
approach to cybersecurity. Thus, he emphasizes that the
creation of an effective cybersecurity system is possible
through the coordination of various sectoral policies and the
use of opportunities of different actors, both public and
private.
At the same time, cybersecurity should not be equated
with combating cybercrime and criminal law or law
enforcement agencies should be given more obligations
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than they can fulfill, further accusing them of inefficiency,
incompetence, or corruption.
Shvedova (2019) points out the corruption risks that
pose the most serious threat to the stable and secure
operation of many critical infrastructure facilities.
In the field of cybersecurity in many post-Soviet countries,
including Ukraine, Marutian (2017) considers it appropriate
to note such problem areas as:
lack of CERT coordination centers;
low level of standardization for organizations;
safety of children in cyberspace;
lack of incentive mechanism for the industry;
interdepartmental cooperation.
Syomych, Markina, Diachkov (2018) add to this list:
lack of unification of the categorical apparatus in the
legislation of the country in the field of cybercrime;
lack of relevant specialists in the field of cybersecurity;
lack of cybersecurity standards in organizations and
professional standards in this area;
lack of sectoral cybersecurity centers;
lack of generally accepted national benchmarking and
references for measuring cybersecurity;
the difficulty of identifying, investigating, and disclosing
information about cybercrime.
Thus, cybercrime is a current problem that encourages
research, as there is a significant threat that can come from
any country in the world and go beyond a specific
jurisdiction, unlike many other traditional types of
economic crime. However, in recent years, insufficient
attention has been paid to assessing the state of cybercrime,
ensuring cybersecurity, and finding a way to overcome it.

3. Methods
The study is based on an extensive regulatory
framework, which primarily consists of regulatory acts of
Ukraine. The main methods were induction and deduction,
generalization, statistical, comparative, and systemstructural analysis, grouping, descriptive statistics and
interstate comparisons, graphical method. Given the
dynamics of cybercrime in Ukraine was used to predict the
polynomial trend line in Excel. This is because this curve is
characterized by variables of increase and decrease. For
polynomials (polynomials) the number of maximum and
minimum values) determines the degree. For example, one
extremum (minimum and maximum) is the second degree,
two extremums are the third degree, and three are the fourth.
The polynomial trend in Excel is used because the crime
rate is unstable.
Also, to identify priorities in crimes committed in
Ukraine, the ABC analysis, which was conducted in 2019,
was used. Note that such an analysis would be appropriate
for the cyber police to use regularly to ensure that any trends
in crime can be identified and responded to promptly. It
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should also be supplemented by other methods of analysis,
as it takes into account previous rather than current statistics,
and requires improvement of the quality and completeness
of recorded information on cybercrime and its updating and
maintenance in a register of various entities monitoring the
study area.

4. Results
To get a clearer view of the object of analysis, it is first
necessary to find out what the Ukrainian state provides
cybersecurity in legal and organizational perspectives and
what its condition is. Unfortunately, this is a difficult task,
partly due to the uncertainty in the established relationship
between IS and cybersecurity in Ukraine. We consider the
latter as part of the first, which, in turn, is an element of the
NS.
The analysis of the current legislation allowed forming
the subjective composition of cybersecurity:
national level: State Service for Special Communications
and Information Protection of Ukraine (Governmental
CERT-UA); Security Service of Ukraine; Ministry of
Internal Affairs of Ukraine (National Police); Ministry of
Defense of Ukraine (General Staff of the Armed Forces of
Ukraine), intelligence agencies of Ukraine; The National
Bank of Ukraine and other entities specified by current
legislation;
international level: Organization of economic cooperation
and development; Interpol; Group Eight (G8), Council of
Europe, UN, etc.
The study of the legal framework for cybersecurity in
Ukraine demonstrates the multilevel and diversified
regulation, in particular: supranational regulation through
international acts (UN General Assembly Resolution /2
71/28 of 05.12.2016; Council of Europe Convention on
Cybercrime (hereinafter - the Convention), Association
Agreement between Ukraine and the European Union,
Cybercrime@EaP project within the Eastern Partnership),
and national regulation (Constitution of Ukraine; Criminal
Code of Ukraine, Laws of Ukraine "On Basic Principles of
Cyber Security of Ukraine", "On Information Protection in
Information and Telecommunication Systems", "On Basic
Principles of Domestic and Foreign Policy" and " On
National Security of Ukraine ", decrees of the President of
Ukraine" On the National Security Strategy of Ukraine ","
Cyber Security Strategy of Ukraine ", " Doctrine of
Information Security of Ukraine "," On the Concept of
Combating Terrorism in Ukraine", resolutions of the
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine; cybersecurity).
Concerning the object structure of cybersecurity, the
Convention defines the following offenses against the
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of computer data
and systems:

crimes in the field of illegal access to information: illegal
interception (Article 3), interference with data (Article 4),
interference with the system (Article 5), abuse of devices
(Article 6);
crimes related to the illegal use of computers: counterfeiting
related to computers (Article 7), fraud related to computers
(Article 8);
crimes related to the content, which include the creation,
distribution, and storage of child pornography (Article 9);
crimes related to the infringement of copyright and related
rights (Article 10).
The closest definition in Ukrainian legislation is
cyberterrorism - terrorist activity carried out in cyberspace
or with its use (Law of Ukraine "On Basic Principles of
Cyber Security of Ukraine", 2017). Nevertheless, it does not
cover the required range. Thus, the current activities of
terrorist organizations can use as media influence:
• terrorist acts or artificial leaks of information about
alleged preparation for such acts;
• criminal offenses not related to terrorist acts;
• man-made accidents and catastrophes that occurred
without the intervention of terrorists;
• events modeled and visualized through artificial
intelligence using virtual and/or augmented reality
(deepfakes);
• any combination of all of the above.
Besides, it is necessary to single out the general
direction of building a counter-terrorist narrative, which
will not be to artificially create a "script" or "version" but to
determine the direction of information intervention, search
for groups loyal to the vector we need, which would create
high-quality products and their management.
Therefore, it is necessary to rethink the existing
definitions of defining the phenomenon of terrorism in the
context of expanding the concept of cyberterrorism/cybercrime to a more general term: information
terrorism, which will include a technical and media
component - cyber and media terrorism.
Given the above, we propose to amend the Law of Ukraine
"On Basic Principles of Cyber Security of Ukraine", namely
to introduce the definition of information terrorism as a
general term that would include two areas:
1) cyberterrorism (as one aimed at destroying or damaging
computer networks, unauthorized interference in their
work, destruction or distortion of information in
databases, etc.);
2) media terrorism (which uses the information space to
artificially change the level of social tension and exert
psychological pressure through the dissemination of
knowingly unreliable or artificially modeled information
in cyberspace).
Therefore, it is expedient to introduce the definition of
information (or media) intervention - artificial information
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influence through the means of disseminating information
to exert very psychological pressure, destabilize society,
and influence its background emotional state and mentality.
In 2020, the Ministry of Justice developed a draft Action
Plan between Ukraine and the EU in the field of justice and
home affairs: a practical result by 2025, but the issue of IS,
information intervention is not sufficiently presented in the
document. It is also advisable to single out and detail this
area in the new Cyber Security Strategy for the period up to
2025 and the action plan for its implementation. As part of
the implementation of the EU institution building tools
Twinning and TAIEX, it is planned to implement projects,
including in IS:
to strengthen the capacity of the main actors in the electoral
process by organizing exercises on cybersecurity and
countering disinformation activities;
on training in the field of information and cybersecurity for
state bodies of Ukraine;
on the development of cooperation in the field of research
and innovation in the field of cybersecurity.
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Let us assess the current state of affairs in Ukraine in the
field of cybersecurity. Thus, in the PwC survey "Global
Economic Crime and Fraud 2018: Results of Ukraine",
cybercrime is one of the main economic crimes, affecting
31% of organizations in Ukraine in 2018.
Various indicators of implemented measures in the
field of protection of computer and telecommunication
networks from cyber-attacks and creating conditions for the
safe operation of cyberspace are evaluated and used to
monitor and compare the state of cybersecurity in different
countries in annual international rankings, the most
authoritative of which is the Global Cybersecurity Index.
Global Cybersecurity Index, GCI) and the National Cyber
Security Index (NCSI). These cybersecurity indices are a
kind of risk indicator for corporate, industrial, and
government information infrastructure due to the range of
cyber threats.

Table. Ukraine in the cybersecurity rankings

Indicator
2017
Global Cyber
59
security Index
National Cyber
No data
Security Index
ICT Development 79
Index
Networked
No data
Readiness Index
Source: summarized by the author

2018

2019

2020

54

No data

54

29

28

25

No data

No data

79

No data

67

64

According to these ratings, Ukraine has slightly improved
its position in the country's cybersecurity, but the
availability and use of ICT, as well as practical skills in the
use of ICT by the population, are insufficient. Among the
plans of the Government of Ukraine are approval of
procedures for compiling lists of critical infrastructure and
critical information infrastructure facilities, as well as for
organizing a review of the state of cyber protection of state
information
resources
and
critical
information
infrastructure. However, military cyber operations, incident,
and cyber crisis management, protection of electronic
services, analysis, and informing the public about cyber
threats are not sufficiently addressed in regulations.
Determining the current state of cybercrime in Ukraine, we
assess this social phenomenon through criteria that reflect
its quantitative and qualitative characteristics, in particular
by analyzing the prevalence of cybercrime in Ukraine: its
level, structure, and more. Regarding the level of
cybercrime and its dynamics, it should be noted that the
field of the use of computers, systems, and computer
networks, and telecommunications networks in Ukraine
was studied according to the Prosecutor General of Ukraine
(Unified Report on Criminal Offenses) in Fig.1.

Figure 1. The state of crime in the use of electronic
computers, systems, and computer networks and
telecommunications networks in Ukraine
Source: data of the Prosecutor General of Ukraine (Unified
Report on Criminal Offenses); Kravtsova, M.O. The current state
and directions of combating cybercrime in Ukraine/Maryna
Kravtsova // Bulletin of the Criminological Association of
Ukraine. - 2018. - № 2 (19). - P.155-166.
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Such trends have developed under the influence of several
factors. Among the main ones are the following: the
significant pace of informatization of society; technical
backwardness of the law enforcement system and the need
to reform it, insufficient funding for cybersecurity measures.
The outstripping growth of registered cybercrimes has led
to an increase in their share in the total number of crimes in
Ukraine, maintaining trends of increase from 0.05% in 2009
to 0.69 in 2020, which is the highest figure since 2009 (Fig.
2).

Figure 3. Cybercrime forecasting in Ukraine
Source: data of the Prosecutor General of Ukraine (Unified
Report on Criminal Offenses); Kravtsova, M.O. The current state and
directions
of
combating
cybercrime
in
Ukraine/Maryna
Kravtsova//Bulletin of the Criminological Association of Ukraine. - 2018.
- № 2 (19). - P.155-166

Figure 2. The share of cybercrime in the total number of
registered crimes.
Source: data of the Prosecutor General of Ukraine (Unified Report on
Criminal Offenses); Kravtsova, M.O. The current state and directions of
combating cybercrime in Ukraine/Maryna Kravtsova//Bulletin of the
Criminological Association of Ukraine. - 2018. - № 2 (19). - P.155-166

The significant increase in the number of cybercrimes
registered in 2017 in Ukraine is the result of mass attacks
by hackers around the world. It is expedient to point out the
fact that the registration of registered crimes was transferred
in the state from the Ministry of Internal Affairs to the
General Prosecutor's Office of Ukraine.
As we can see from the obtained crime statistics,
cybercrimes have a significant positive increase (Fig. 3).

The analysis of the structure of cybercrimes in the dynamics
allowed to the state during 2016-2020 the largest share of
crimes committed under Article 361 of the Criminal Code
of Ukraine:
- unauthorized interference in the work of electronic
computers (computers), automated systems, computer
networks, or telecommunication networks (from 49 to
57%);
- unauthorized actions with information processing in
computers, automated systems, computer networks, or
stored on the media of such information, committed by a
person who has the right to access it (from 35% to 42%)
(Table 1).
Besides, it is due to these crimes that there is an overall
increase in the dynamics of cybercrime.

Table 1. Accounted for criminal offenses under Articles Sec. XVI of the Criminal Code of Ukraine (according to the Prosecutor
General's Office of Ukraine)

Recorded criminal offenses in the report
period

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Unauthorized interference in the operation of computers, automated
systems, computer networks, or telecommunication networks (Article
361 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine)

494

1795

1007

1137

1146

Creation for use, distribution, or sale of malicious software or
hardware, as well as their distribution or sale (Article 361-1 of the
Criminal Code of Ukraine)

15

35

134

185

112
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Unauthorized sale or dissemination of information with limited
access, which is stored in computers, automated systems, computer
networks, or on media of such information (Article 361-2 of the
Criminal Code of Ukraine)

28

64

38

40

88

Unauthorized actions with information that is processed in
computers, automated systems, computer networks or stored on
media of such information, committed by a person who has the right
to access it (Article 362 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine)

311

670

1042

717

980

Violation of the rules of operation of computers, automated systems,
computer networks, or telecommunication networks or the procedure
or rules for the protection of information processed in them (Article
363 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine)

15

6

10

5

9

Interference with the work of electronic computers (computers),
automated systems, computer networks, or telecommunication
networks through the mass distribution of telecommunication
messages (Article 363-1 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine)

2

3

10

4

3

Together

865

2573

2241

4107

2338

Source: summarized by the author based on the data of the Prosecutor General of Ukraine (Unified Report on Criminal
Offenses)
The next no less important step is to determine the types of
report of the Head of the National Police in Ukraine for
cybercrime that will pose the greatest danger, for this, we
2019. We summarize the results in Table. 2.
will use the method of ABC analysis.
To solve this problem, we will conduct an ABC analysis
using the "sum" method based on the statistical data of the
Table 2. ABC analysis of cybercrime
Part of the
factors and
the sum of the
data factor
values,
%

The sum of
Group
The
The
increasing increasin CHO and PA,%
importance g value
of
PA, %
CHO,%

Cybercrime

Number

in the field of payment systems

1641

38,96936595

38,96936595

25

63,96936595

A

in the field of e-commerce

744

17,66801235

56,63737783

50

106,6373778

B

in the field of cybersecurity

1494

35,47850867

92,1158869

75

167,1158869

B

in the field of illegal content

332

7,884113037

100

100

200

C

Source: based on data from the Report of the Head of the National Police of Ukraine on the results of the department in 2019
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Summarizing the results obtained, we note that the
most vulnerable in Ukraine in 2019 is the field of payment
systems. Implementing countermeasures in it can reduce the
number of cybercrimes by almost 40% of all possible.
In particular, the NBU intends to set clear requirements for
payment market participants regarding information
protection and cybersecurity systems and streamlining of
actions in the detection of cyber-attacks that reduce the
reliability of payment systems. The state regulator intends
to introduce a risk-oriented approach to information
protection, depending on the number of possible losses;
improving the use of information security, access control
policy, strengthening IS in the field of money transfer (draft
resolution of the Board of the National Bank of Ukraine on
approval of the Regulation "On information protection and
cybersecurity in payment systems").
The real state of cybercrime is difficult to assess, as
there is no legal definition of media terrorism, full
generalized statistics are not kept, and only for individual
entities and certain periods is incomparable. Also ignored is
the fact that cybercrime is characterized by a high level of
latency.
A serious problem is the widespread use of artificial
intelligence systems - computer systems or programs that
mimic one or more aspects of intellectual behavior, which
have a higher degree of self-determination (autonomy) and
independence from the will of the developer or user
compared to other computer systems or programs. Some
intelligent systems are capable of learning and self-learning.
Already, such systems can be actively used to identify the
weaknesses of potential victims of fraud, as well as to
simulate human activity. They threaten the entire existing
public order, provoking an "information apocalypse"
(Stover, 2018), in which the fact becomes indistinguishable
from fiction, and people stop trying to understand the
difference. This undermines the credibility of any
information and can destabilize society.
At the current stage of overcoming cybercrime in
Ukraine, taking into account the political situation and
threats from Russia, information terrorism, which includes
cyberterrorism and media terrorism, as an important
component of IS and NS, has become relevant. Insufficient
attention to this area forms the foundation for cyber threats,
needs to be ensured in the context of anti-terrorist security,
in particular regarding information and legal regulation,
training of specialists with legal education in combating
media terrorism, management of anti-terrorist security in
the conditions of development of virtual media.
According to the established hypothesis, it is
determined that the effectiveness of the fight against
cybercrime in Ukraine primarily depends on the antiterrorist component, which is not given enough attention.
Therefore, a promising area of research is the detailed
development of a program of actions necessary for the

formation of an additive mechanism for anti-terrorist
security and cyber protection of the domestic information
space. Thus, the fight against media terrorism is the newest
direction of the national system of combating terrorism in
the information sphere. Only if the proposed changes are
made, the more correct and detailed adjustment of the legal
framework in terms of responsibility for the implementation
of acts of media terrorism. More importantly, in the field of
preventive measures, change the principles of analysis of
information space monitoring to identify signs of media
space on the media-terrorism, the creation of an appropriate
procedure for carrying out operational and investigative
actions in this area, etc.

5. Discussion
Further digitalization of the economy is expected to
increase cybercrime. This will be a consequence of the fact
that legal entities and individuals will fully use electronic
services and use the capabilities of information storage
(Nikolina, Gulivata, 2020) confirmed this thesis by
modeling the introduction of digitalization in the economy.
The COVID-19 crisis has led to changes in the interests,
needs, and daily lives of the population, and this has opened
up new opportunities for cybercriminals trying to adapt and
take advantage of the situation, mainly through adaptations
related to changing goals and cyberspace. In particular, this
is due to the increase in information interactions for remote
work, intensification of non-cash payments, and
psychological pressure on citizens.
In particular, Dubov (2021) notes that further
escalation of panic may be one of the goals of influence
operations by other states that may wish to take advantage
of the situation. He also proposed a new version of the
Cyber Security Strategy of Ukraine, which should be based
on the National Security Strategy of Ukraine, which was
adopted in 2020, and identified the following 9 blocks of
strategic goals:
effective cyber defense;
development of asymmetric deterrence instruments and
international cooperation;
reduction of cybercrime capabilities, in particular, the
impossibility of using cybercriminals by foreign states to
carry out hostile military-political actions and against the
security of the state as a whole;
national cyber readiness;
training and professional development;
cyber awareness and cyber hygiene;
formation of a cybersecurity ecosystem;
the service model of state participation in cybersecurity
issues;
transparency and accountability.
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It is also worth agreeing to his proposal to expand the range
of actors providing cybersecurity, including the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of Ukraine, the Ministry of Education and
Science of Ukraine, the Ministry of Digital Transformation
of Ukraine, sectoral ministries (in terms of defining tasks
and policies), National Academy Sciences of Ukraine and
other institutions.

6. Conclusions
Summing up, we note that Ukraine has recognized
cybercrime as a major threat to national security and
stability. However, the processes of globalization in postindustrial society, despite certain centrifugal tendencies,
continue to accelerate, due in part to the increasing
informatization of human civilization. This also applies to
extremist and terrorist crimes, which are becoming
increasingly transnational.
The risk of intimidation of public authorities, local
governments, or international organizations related to
intimidation and/or violence through the misuse of
information and telecommunications technologies, i.e.
cyberterrorism. Thus, social networks, messengers, video
hosting services, video broadcasts, and other resources
provide unprecedented opportunities for organizing mass
riots.
The ability to use various Internet resources to conduct
special information operations, from news agencies and
public opinion leaders to the use of completely artificial,
fake accounts, now allows Russia to relatively, constantly,
and cheaply create constant information pressure on
Ukraine, so cyberspace is recognized as a new space for
military action.
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